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Tom rush popular songs

Tom Rush Rush performs in 2006 to present blophony (1941-02-08) February 8, 1941. Portsmouth, New Hampshire, USA JanresBlui, folk, countryOupation(s) Singer, songwriter InstructsVicles, acoustic guitar Standing 1961, presents Bulbeles Electra, Prestige, Colombian Associative Acts Eric Vaughn SchmidtWebsitetomrush.com Tom Rush (born February 8, 1941) [2] Rush's
life and career was born in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, N.Y., the son of a teacher at St. Paul's School, in Concord, New Hampshire. He began performing in 1961 while studying at Harvard University after graduating from Groton School. He specializes in English literature. Many of his first recordings were versions of The Scotsman and appalachian folk songs. He regularly
performs at Club 47 in Cambridge, Unicorn in Boston and in Bryn Murr, Pennsylvania. In the 1970s, he lived in Deering, New Hampshire. [3] Rush was credited by Rolling Stone magazine as an usher in the era of the singer and songwriter. As well as performing his own compositions, he sang songs by Joni Mitchell, Jackson Browne, James Taylor, Murray McLachlan, David Vifin
and William Hawkins that helped them gain recognition early in their careers. Its composition since 1968. No Regrets has become the standard,[1] with many versions of the cover recorded (Rush himself makes two radically different versions). Among them were Walker Brothers, which gave Tom Rush Top Ten credit as a composer in the British Singles Scheme, Emilow Harris,
which included the song on her 1988 album Bluebird, and Midge Ure, whose cover was also made in Top Ten. On March 1, 2007, a video was uploaded to YouTube about the performance of Stephen Walters' The Remember Song, and since April 2017 it has received over 7 million plays. Writing on his website, Rush said,I've waited 45 years to be a sensation overnight, and it
finally happened! A video of my performance of The Song of Remembrance has gone viral. At first I felt terrible thinking I was being accused of being the musical equivalent of Ebola, but my children explained to me that this was a good thing. One of the first music videos produced (1968) for an artist from a record company, Electra, can be found on its website. It was used to
promote his signature song No Wishess for his album The Circle Game. Several recent videos from a 2010 concert in Old Saybrook, Connecticut can be found online. Tom Rush is married to the author of Renee Scanfin and is married to singer Beverly Rush. Over the years Rush has used several guitars on stage, and an acoustic made by Don Musser is currently being created.
In February 2012, Rush appeared on stage in Colorado with a new instrument, cedar-top Dreadnought with snake inlays wrapped around a half-laid-back. The guitar made by McKenzie from one of Rush's earliest acoustics, the famous Naked Lady. On December 28, 2012, Rush appeared at Boston Symphony Hall to mark fifty years in the music business. With his new album
Voices (2018) released, at the age of 79, Rush still often performs, touring the US, these days often accompanied on piano by Burkley and Matt Acoa. [4] [5] [6] In March 2020, Rush tested positive for COVID-19. [7] Discography 1962 Tom Rush of the Unicorn (Lycornu) 1964 1964 Contacted Me (Electra) 1968 Game of The Circle (El 1970 Tom Rush (Colombia) 1970 Wrong End
of the Rainbow (Colombia) 1972 Merrimack District (Colombia) 1974 Lady Love Outlaws (Colombia) 1982 New Year's Eve (Night Light) 1984 Late Night Radio (Night Light) 2001 Live at Symphony Hall, Boston (Varese Sarabande) 2006 Trolling for Owls (Late Night) 2009 What I Know (Appleseed) 2013 Celebrates 50 Years of Music (Appleseed) 2018 Voices (Appleseed)
References ^b c d e Colin Larkin, (1997). Encyclopedia of popular music (concise and ext.). 1048. 1-85227-745-9. September 9, 2011. Revival of folk music, 1958-1970: Biographies of fifty artists and other influential people. Macfarlane. 95th 978-0-7864-6352-7. Retrieved February 21, 2012. In early 2015, Nomadwillie.blogspot.com. 26, 2014, in New Year's Day. 27 April 2018
Retrieved 2 January 2019. [2] 2000 BostonGlobe.com. Retrieved January 2, 2019. 2018 Wfuv.org. Retrieved January 2, 2019. At the end of July 19, 2010, Mvtimes.com. 30 March 2020 Retrieved 28 April 2020. External links Official website Tom Tidal in AllMusic The Remember Song on YouTube Extracted from Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Columbia/Legacy's Best of Tom
Rush: No Consolation is the first comprehensive review ever assembled of Tom Rush, one of the best translator singers, and/or singers, of the folk revival. The drive began with the San Francisco Bay Blues, from its debut in 1962, Tom Rush in the Unicorn, and ended with River Song, a song that was recorded for the compilation in November 1998. Between these two songs there
are 15 songs that touch each of their albums. Since this is only a one-disc, 17-band compilation, it is inevitable that some fan favourites are missing, but what is most impressive about No Sorry is that it nevertheless conveys the scope of his career and achievements. Almost all of his important moments are here - Back on the Road, Galveston Flood, Joshua Gough There is no
remorse, Lost Driver, and although they are not arranged in chronological order, they still capture the spirit of Rush and his music. The end result is a great compilation - a perfect introduction to neophyte and a welcome reminder of Rush's talents for longtime fans. Born on February 8, 1941, in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Rush began his career in 1961 while attending Harvard
University, where he specialized in English literature. He was a frequent presence at Club 47, Cambridge, a Massachusetts cafe where Joan Baez and Bob Dylan developed their early tracks and soon became a regular live on the East Coast folk circuit. Rush also performed regularly at Unicorn in Boston, where he recorded his first album, and 1962 live titled Tom Rush on The
Unicorn. In 1965, Rush moved to Elektra Records, then perhaps the most prestigious folk label in America, releasing an album that was self-titled that year. So far, Rush's repertoire has consisted almost entirely of old folk and blues standards, but that began to change with Take a Little Walk with me in 1966, in which he covered tunes by Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, Buddy Halle
and Beau Didley, as well as recording an original song for the first time. Rush's best and most influential album, The Circle Game of 1968, featured material from Joni Mitchell, James Taylor and Jackson Browne, years before any of them became a star, as well as No Regrets, which would become Rush's most famous original tune. In 1970, Rush left Fleinchau, where he cut three
albums -- Tom Rush and The Wrong End of Rainbow and 1972s Murmuck County -- which opened in 1972, while his last edition of Columbia, 1974, was informed by country rock. Rush parted ways with Columbia after Lady LoveNall, and while Rush remained busy as a performer, he didn't release another album until 1982, when Rush's independent label Night Light Light
released New Year's Eve, a concert set recorded in the Boston Symphony. Arriving in 1984, Late Night Radio was another live recording that revealed that Rash collaborated with Steve Goodman, Mimi Fariña, David Buskin and Robin Batto. (Highlights of these two albums were collected on CD Live 2001 at Symphony Hall, Boston.) In 1994, it was released only for a limited
edition cassette, Work in Progress. Another live recording, 2006's Trolling for Owls, finds Rush focusing on humorous material. One of trolling for Owls songs is the cover of Remember?, and in 2007 an online video of Rush performing the song on stage was posted online. The clip went viral, eventually reunited. seven million views and winning the singer a new audience. Rush's
success led Rush to return to the recording studio and in 2009 became his first studio in 35 years. In 2012, Rush organized a special concert in Boston to mark the 50th anniversary of his first album, along with Jonathan Edwards and David Brromberg among his guests. The show is recorded in audio and video formats, and a package of the show's highlights, Celebrates 50 Years
of Music, released in 2013. In April 2018, the 77-year-old Rush released another studio album, Voices, his first album in which he wrote most of the songs (including ten Rush originals and two traditional folk numbers). ~ Mark Deming, RoviPage 2While Walkers looked at the part of the British invaders with their shaggy moto-top hairstyles, they were far more pop than rock. Nor did
they play most of their records. With producer Johnny Franz and veteran British arranges such as Ivor Raymonde (who also worked with Dusty Springfield) and Reg Guest, they favour ballads that are an attempt to emulate the success of another fraternal act that is not real brothers: The Righteous Brothers. Not so much a daughter-in-law as the Righteous Brothers, host Scott
Walker has betrayed the strong debts to non-rock vocalists like Tony Bennett and Frank Sinatra. While their biggest hits were covers of songs from American pop compositions such as Bacharak-David and Mann-Weil, Scott (and sometimes John Walker) could write in a more personal, less overworked style when he gave them the chance. In the tense days of 1967, Walker's pop
brand suddenly became a graze, and the band disbanded in the face of diminishing success and Scott's increasingly prolific solo career. Scott broke away from a string of British albums Top Ten in the late 1960s that attracted a remarkable cult with their idiosyncratic marriage of louse, island songs and orchestral arrangements. Gary Walker released several singles and an album
with his band Rain in a much tougher and harder guitar format. Walker reunited for a while in the mid-1970s, producing the latest British hit (No Regrets). Much of Walker's story is retold in the biography Scott Walker: A Deep Shades of Blue, published only in the UK. A 3-year-old in Hamilton, Ohio, Scott Walker was known as Scotty Engle when he cut obscure records in the late
1950s and early 1960s in the adolescent idol vein. He then contacted John Mau and Gary Leeds to form Walker Brothers. They weren't called Walker, they weren't brothers, they weren't British, but they still became part of the British invasion after they moved to Britain in 1965. They enjoyed several years of tremendous success there (and several hits in the Us) in a righteous vein
brothers. As their lead singer and lead composer, Walker was the dominant artistic force in the band, which split in 1967.While she remained almost unknown in her homeland, Walker launched a hugely successful solo career in britain with a unique combination of orchestrated, almost MORE arrangements and idiosyncratic, morose lyrics. At the height of psychedelics, Walker
openly looked like Sinatra, Jack Jones and Tony Bennett for inspiration, and Jacques Ble for much of his material. None of these ballads, however, would sing on the themes of prostitutes, transvestites, suicide bombers, peppers, Joseph Stalin, who pops up walker's songs. His first four albums went viral with Top Ten in the UK, and his second, in fact, reached number one in
1968 in the middle of the hippie. At the time of 1969's Scott 4, the singer wrote all his material. While this is perhaps his best album, it's a commercial disappointment and unfortunately discourages him from relying entirely on his own material in subsequent releases. The 1970s was a disappointing period for Walker, with increasingly sporadic releases and a largely unsuccessful
meeting with the brothers in the middle of the decade. His work on Walker's 1978 album prompted admiration from David Bowie and Brian Ano. After a long period of hibernation, he appeared in 1984 with album Climate of Hunter, which attracted critical delights for a minimalist, trans-like atmosphere that showed him keeping up with the sharpest rock trends of the 1980s. The
notorious figure, who has rarely been interviewed or even seen in public since his stellar reign, emerged from hibernation in 1995 with a new album Tilt.In the following few years, he contributed to the soundtrack (Yes There's Also Hold, The World's Not Enough, Pola X) and helped with recordings by Ute Lemper and Pulp. He didn't release another album until 2006. That same
year, Walker also contributed to the song Darkness for Plague song for the Margate Exodus Project, curated by the British arts organisation Artangel. The concept centers around the retelling of egypt's ten plagues, as recorded in the Book of Exodus in the Old Testament. In early 2007, the documentary Scott Walker: 30 Century Man, premiere. Later that year, Walker released
the limited edition EP and who would go to the prom? So what's going to go to the prom? Performed by the dance company Candoco Ballet Troupe, it consists of a single piece of instrumental music, 24 minutes long, performed by London Symphony and cellist Philip Shepherd. In November 2008, musical theatrical work Drifting and Tilting: Scott Walker's songs were at london's
Barbican for three nights. It consists of songs from Tilt and The Drift. Walker did not perform, but directed the work from conception to performance, including staging, lighting and orchestra. The vocals were performed by various singers, including Damon Albarn, Doth and Jarvis Cocker. In 2009, the album Music Inspired by Scott Walker appeared: 30 Century Man, inspired by the
film, which was sung by Laurie Anderson and other female walker devotees. Also in 2009, Walker starred with British singer Natasha Hahn on his album Two Suns of Bat for Lashes. In 2012, he published Bish Bosch. He considers it the third and final part of the trilogy, which begins with Tilt and continues on The Drift.Given on the long years that usually pass between his
recordings, Walker shocked fans and critics when he announced in mid-2014 that he had completed a joint album of metal drone experiments Sunn 0)). Sused was released from 4AD in October, less than two years after Bish Bosch. He recorded an original orchestra from director Brady Corbett's film Vince Film Festival, winning a debut game for The Boyhood of a Leader. Walker
and Peter Walsh co-produced the footage. Another longtime collaborator, Mark Murmpan, was music director and conducting a 62-piece orchestra for the session. Released in August 2016, Childhood of a Leader became his first full-length film crew exercise since 1999, when he wrote the soundtrack and score for Leo Carax's Paula X. Two years later, the soundtrack for Vox Lux
featured a Walker score. A few months later, in March 2019, he died of the effects of cancer. ~ Richie Unterberger, RoviPage 4Any assessment of Cale's solo contribution also tends to be overshadowed by his other significant achievements. Before starting his solo career, he was, with Lou Reed, a major creative force behind the Velvet Underground, as a bassist, viola player,
keyboardist, and occasional co-songwriter (the exact nature of his compositional contribution is still a matter of heated debate among the band members). He is without a doubt one of the most influential producers of the do-punk, punk and new wave, watching important recordings by Gilly, Nico, Patti Smith, Modern Lovers and Squeeze. After all, he may be better remembered for
his work in the Velvets and as a producer than for his own great discography. The son of a Welsh miner and teacher, Cal was a child prodigy, performing an original BBC line-up before entering his adolescence. In the early 1960s, he moved away from the avant-garde, receiving a scholarship (with the help of Aaron Coland and Leonard Bernstein) to study music in the United
States. Moving to New York in 1963, he took part in an 18-hour piano recital with John Cage (photo of Cale performing at the event, which was made by the New York Times). More importantly, he became a member of a minimalist ensemble of LaMont Young, a dream syndicate whose use of repetitive unmanned drones would influence the arrangement of the next band, Velvet
Underground.Cale founded Velvets with Reed and guitarist Sterling Morrison in the mid-1960s. Cale met Reed when the latter was a struggling rock 'n' roll label composer Records. Cale tested the rocky waters as part of Primitives (with Reed and fellow Dream Syndicate member Tony Conrad), who made several live performances to promote a silly novelty that Reed wrote and
recorded in Pickwick, The Ostrich. What Cale and Reid share is an ambition to get into the rock music of the avant-garde. They managed to do so over the next three years with the Velvet Underground. While Reed was the most important member of the band as a vocalist and primary composer, Cale was just as important in creating the band's sound. Cale was responsible for the
most experimental elements of his first two albums, Velvet Underground &amp; Nico and White Light/White Heat (1967), especially with his scratchy viola parts of Venus in the skins, Heroin, and The Song of the Black Angel's Death, his piano-banging of I'm Waiting for The Man and All Tomorrow's Parties, his deadpanration of The Gift, and The Song of the Death of the Black
Angel, his hit piano on I'm Waiting for the Man and All Tomorrow's Parties, his dead ness of Sister Ray's Gift and white organ noise. But Cale was turned away from the band in an apparent power play by Lou Reed in the summer of 1968. The accounts still differ as to whether he was fired and/or quit, but Reed's ego is believed to have discovered Cale's talents by threatening his
leadership of the group. Morrison said Reed also told Velvet drummer Maureen Tucker that if Cale didn't leave, he'd leave instead. uncool reed. The Velvets will continue to make great music for a few years, but their experimental suburbs are significantly dulled by Cale's absence. In any case, Cale was soon busy producing Nico's former Velvets singer Baroque-gothic and T.L.s
debut album (1969). Although they may be as different as two projects, both are hugely influential (albeit initially extremely low-selling) cult items that helped set the ground for punk and a new wave about five years later. In 1970 Cale began his solo career with one of his best albums Vintage Violence. Those who expect radicalism were surprised; the material is the work of a low-
key, accessible singer/songwriter who works in the weed form of the group, not velvets. Listeners won't wait long for something more radical. His next album, Church of Anthrax, is a collaboration with minimalist composer Terry Riley, which is almost entirely instrumental. In some ways, these two recordings determine the poles of Cale's solo career. Even in the most accessible,
his music has a bleak, even painful edge that turns off a lot of radio air. Even in the most experimental way, he's never been a vanguard, like, say, Lamont Young. Cale retains his most experimental outing for collaborations with Riley, Brian Ano and far down the Road Lou Reed. In his arrangements, his musical training and avant-garde the most obvious are in their eclecticism
(even drawing from country rock and drawing by Lowell George) and touches of classical music. Sometimes he took his viola, but in general he focused on the more traditional instruments of the guitar and the keyboard. Cale has covered wide territory on his solo albums without doing what he wrote as the lead artist. His songs and concepts are interesting, but in the end he
doesn't have the striking traditional rock talents of someone like, say, his old rival Lou Reed. The hooks are not so sharp, and the text - often dealing with the psychological and social dilemmas of the late 20th century, in some skillful terms - are not so gripping. By the late 1970s, his approach became more difficult and a little vicious, especially at a concert where he would adopt a
number of flamboyant costumes and theatrical poses that shrunk into confrontation (as in a famous incident in which he appeared to kill the chicken - though in fact it was already dead - by cutting off his head on stage). In general, it was most successful in a more submissive and gloomy mode, as well as vintage Violence or much later, music for a new society (1982). His
discography is so large and variable that the retrospective Seducive Down the Door is the best place to start those with enough interest to buy more than one or two Cale records. Cale never abandoned his production, and in fact some of the credit albums were destined to endure as more important statements than anything he did on his own. His sessions with Jonathan Richman
and modern lovers (from the early 1970s but not released until a few years later) awaited punk and a new wave. Patti Smiths Horses (1975) was one of the best and most influential records of the 1970s. There have been other albums with Nico, and recordings with Stisk, Sham 69 and others; For several years in the early 1970s, he was even a staff producer at Warner Bros.,
dealing with likely clients like Jennifer Warnes.After the mid-1980s, Cal slowed down (but did not limit) work on its own releases. His highest appearances since then have been collaborations. Wrong Way (1990) coincides with Brian Ano. Songs about Drarella (1990), which has much more media ink, are reunited with Reed, with which he has feuded and passed away for several
decades; The album is a song-cycle tribute to their recently deceased mentor and former Velvet Underground manager Andy Warhol. Well received both on record and in performance, this may be one of the factors that finally led the couple to bury a hatchet and reshab the Velvet Underground for a live European tour from 1993 (and live album). These events are not so
successful with critics; More worryingly, Reed and Ade were back on the exit by the end of the tour, with feuds over direction, management and songs apparently appearing with For the American velvet underground tour never took place, Cale and Reed vowed never to work with each other. Sterling Morrison's death in 1995 ended all hopes of reunification, although it apparently
served to reconcile Reed and Cal, who played together when velvet underground was introduced to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996. Cale, however, didn't need Reed to deal with it (or vice versa). In the 1990s, he went on to record as a soloist and soundtrack composer. One of his most ambitious collaborations was The Last Day of Earth (1994), a song cycle and theatrical
production written and performed by cult singer and songwriter Bobby Newton. Cale pays tribute to his Velvet Underground in 1998. He continued to record regularly in the new millennium, releasing two well-received studio albums, HoboSapiens (2003) and Black Acetate (2005). In 2011, the Extra Playful EP arrived in 2011, followed by a well-deserved career, Conflict &amp;quot;
Catalysis: Productions &amp;quot; &amp;quot;Productions &amp;quot; 1966-2006 and new studio album Shifty Adventures in Nookie Wood.&apos;. In early 2016, Cale released M:FANS, a collection of electronic material from his exclusive 1982 album. Music for a New Society. ~ Richie Unterberger, RoviPage 5Is not long after his first solo release, Ear's End, that Wyatt fell out of
an open window during a party, smashing his back and constantly paralyzing him from the waist down. After months of painful recovery, Wyatt reunites with the forge at the bottom (1974) and the odd Ruth Is Stranger Than Richard (1975), the first to deal with his life after the crash, the latest in a series of surreal bass. And while the music in these recordings is trans-like and
experimental, Wyatt shockingly recorded a straight-up version of Monkees' I'm A Believer in 1974 that became a major British hit. The moment the BBC's long-running weekly pop programme refused to allow Wyatt to perform the song in his wheelchair. After a significant protest taking place in the music papers, Wyatt is in the role of Wyatt. Despite his success, Wyatt remained
quiet for the rest of the decade, breaking his silence during the punk era with several singles recorded for the great English indie label Rough Trade. Again, facing the expectations of the audience, he recorded a beautiful version of Chic's I'm Finally Free. It's a sign of the beginning of a full-fledged career renaissance that includes numerous albums and artists like Elvis Costello
writing songs for him. His albums are lush, sometimes almost meditative, and Wyatt's voice - clear, emotionally charged and always on the verge of breaking - brought great depth and soul to songs that, if recorded by a less artist, would sound like territorial and tired. Always on the political left, Wyatt's radicalism increased exponentially during Margaret Thatcher's time as prime
minister, as she did. support for communism, even as a voter was almost. Wyatt works comfortably and not in the music business. He recorded when he felt like he was painting, writing, taking time for political work and continuing to show no interest in the machines of the music industry. He resumed his 1997 recording with Shulep for Thirsty Ear and resumed non-musical creation
as a painting, overseeing the remastering and reissue of his 1980s catalogue. In 2003, Wyatt returned to recording and released Cukuland, a musically ambitious, freely conceptual project that saw him collaborate with a large group of players, including Annie Whitehead, Brian Ano, Gilad Azmon, David Gilmour, Tomo Hiakawa, Karen Mantler, Phil Manzanera and Paul Weller. In
2007, Wyatt signed with the independent Domino's Imprint and released Komicho, again with a large group, but the main group included Anya Garbarek, Orfi Robinson, Yaron Stavi, Monica Vasconchel, Azmon, Merhan, Maurio Camardi and Alfonso Santimone, with more guests; compositions of compositions came from a companion of Wyatt, the poet Alfie Benge, Garbarek and
Ano. After three years of recording, he cut off ... For the Wraith in, also for Domino's - with the Sigamos String Quartet, led by Rod Stevens and Azmon. In 2013, Cuneiform Records released '68, four songs from Wyatt's songs that included two demos that had never been heard before with two other tracks that were later applied to official recordings. Wyatt's official biography,
Different Every Time, written by Marcus O'Dair, was published by Snake Tail in October 2014. As a companion, Domino's issued a double compilation of the same name. The first is a selection of songs by Wyatt with Soft Machine, Matching Mole and from his solo albums, and the second is in his favorite collaborations. It was released in November. ~ John Duggan & Thom Jurek,
RoviPage 6 Iri cultivated a taste for the bohemian lifestyle early, spending much of his childhood in Majorca before moving with his mother to Canterbury in the early 1960s. There he fell with the fermenting underground scenes of the city, which include future members of the Mecca Machine and caravan. For a while, he sang with Wild Flowers, a group that also included the future
SoftsRobert Wyatt and Hugh Hopper. He left in 1965, met elsewhere David Allen in Majorca and returned to the UK in 1966 to find the first line-up of Soft Machine with Alan, Wyatt and Mike Raded.White was often considered a major scrawny machine, but Ayers' contribution carried the same weight in the early days. As well as playing bass, he wrote and sang a lot of their
material. He can be heard on his 1967 demos and their 1968 debut album, but by the end of 1968 he felt burned and cut off. Selling his bass to Mitch Mitchell of the Jimi Hendrix Experience, he began writing songs on guitar, leading to a contract Harvest in 1969. In fact, Wyatt and Rattenge (as well as Ayers' replacement, Hugh Hopper) guest star in Ayers' 1969 debut. Ayers' salt
material reflects folklore, sickbay and gently bent over from the Soft Machine. In some ways, he is comparable to Sid Barrett, without the madness and without the fierce heights of Barrett's most innovative work. Ayers has never been less than pleasant and original, although his albums have been chaotic from the start, behaving from frothy and enjoyable, foamy folk ballads to
dissonant improvisation. The more ambitious progressive elements came to the fore when he appeared around the world in the early 1970s. The group includes teenager Mike Oldfield on guitar, Lol Coxhill on sax and David Bedford on piano. But Ayers released only one album with them before it fell apart. Ayers continued to release albums in a poppy vein in the 1970s, with
regulars. As some critics have noted, this credible outcome forms an ironic counterpoint to much of his lyrics, which often celebrate a life of leisure, or even laziness. This lazy charm is often the dominant element of his recordings, although Ayers always kept things interesting with invincible arrangements, sometimes singing in foreign languages and flavoring his production with
unusual instruments and world musical rhythms. He (or Harvest) never gave up on the united market, and in fact his best efforts in the early 1970s were affordable enough to be hit with a little more effort. Or a little less weird. Even Ayers, in the most accessible and direct, was not the mainstream, a virtue that drove him to his faithful cult. This cult was limited to rock underground,
and Ayers logically concentrated on the album market in the 1970s. Almost always pleasant, eccentric and playful, they still began to sound like cul-de-sac until the mid-1970s. Ayers pressed without changing his approach, despite a dwindling audience for progressive rock and the navigators of punk and new wave. He recorded sporadically after 1980, although he remained active
in the early 1990s, mostly on the European continent. Released in 2007, Dishonest returns to the recording studio, backed by a host of young musicians (including Norman Blake of Teen Velk, Bill Wells, Frank Leiths of Kosharsk Sinatra and Childs by Gorky Zigotic Minky) as well as old friends and collaborators (including Filzanera, Robert White, Xx Hopper and Bridget St. John).
The album, however, has responded to a positive critical response, but has not signaled Ayers' return to the eyes of the Ayers and is returning to a resonent life in the south of France. Ayers died in February 2013 at his home in the village of Montoliu; he's 68 years old. ~ Richie Unterberger, RoviPage 7Views its well-known experimental and cutting-edge inclinations, the roots of
Soft in some ways they are surprisingly conventional. In the mid-1960s Wyatt sang and struck with Wild Flowers, a Canterbury band that played more or less conventional pop and soul duvets of the day. Future members of the soft machine Ayers and Hopper also pass through Wildflowers, whose original material begins to reflect the strange sensibility cultivated by their highly
educated backgrounds and passion for improvised jazz. In 1966, Wyatt teamed up with bassist and singer Ayers, guitarist Mike Rutledge and Australian guitarist David Allen to compose the first part of The Soft Machine.This Incarnation band, along with Pink Floyd and Tomorrow, were the first illegal psychedelic bands in britain, and quickly became well-loved in burgeoning
London psychedelic underground. Their first recordings (many of which appeared years later on compilations of the 1967 demos) were by far the most oriented towards them, which does not mean that they were not exciting or devoid of experimental elements. The surreal word and the unusual (for rock) complex instrumental interaction give an innovative edge to their ebola early
psychedelic outbursts. They managed to reduce only one (very good) single that fell apart. The strangest of the colourful characters had to leave the group when he was refused entry back to the UK after a strict one in France due to the expiry of his visa. The rest of the trio recorded their first album Soft Machine [Volume One] for ABC/Probe in 1968. The significant melodic
elements and vocal harmonies of their 1967 recordings now give way to more difficult, artistic poses, which sometimes successfully, sometimes not - to blend the energy of psychedelic rock with the improvisation of jazz. The Softs were occupied by Jimi Hendrix's leadership, leading to exhausting stings supporting Jimi Hendrix's experience on their American tours in 1968.
Because of this, the group was now more famous in the United States than in its homeland. In fact, lp's debut was only released in the states. For a few months in 1968, Soft Machine became a quartet again with the addition of future guitarist Andy Summers, although that didn't work out, and they soon returned to the trio. Punitive tours took them to the band, and Ayers left by the
end of 1968 to be replaced by Wyatt's old Chum Hugh Hopper.Their second ABC/Probe album, Volume 2 (1969), still pop elements of the band, to familiarized with extended jazz compositions, with less and less reliance on lyrics and vocals. Rachael's julien organ, Hopper's fuss bass and Wyatt's Whistler, imagination drums and stingy vocals get stuck in a rhythm of material that
becomes more whimsical and surreal if increasingly unavailable to pop/rock audiences. For 1970, their first album for Colombia, they went even further in these directions, expanding to 7 parts, adding horns This record practically distances itself from vocals - apart from Wyatt's long Moon in June - and conventional rock songs entirely, and is considered a landmark for both
progressive rock and jazz-rock-aficionists (after its release the album was hailed as a popular musical milestone by The Village Voice), though it is too oblique for some rock listeners. A third marked the first appearance of a Softs disc by saxophonist Elton Dean, whose contributions to alt and saxophone, along with Ratledge's fuzz organ and Hopper's fuzz bass, became key
elements of the band's signature sound. Soft Machine could not afford to continue to support a seven-member gathering and returned to what was later considered by listeners to be a classical quartet - Ratge, White, Hopper and Dean - for the fourth (also of Columbia), although the band was boosted by several musicians, including bassist Roy Babington, who would become
permanent bandmember. Wyatt left by the end of 1971, briefly leading a similar Matching Mole, and then forcing a long-term solo career. In doing so, he follows the path of Kevin Ayers, who already had several solo albums until the early 1970s; David Allen, for his part, became director of Gong, one of the most enigmatic of the 1970s progressive rock bands (which continued in
various incarnations in the 21st century). Meanwhile, since 1972, saxophonist Dean has been pulling the band in a free jazz, more improvised direction, leading to Phil Howard's brief appearance as drummer on the first part of that year Peta (Columbia's third Soft Machine album). However, Rutledge and Hopper prevailed in favor of John Marshall as Howard's replacement, and
Marshall appeared as drummer on the fifth and all soft machine albums to follow. Also, by Columbia LP Six (one live disc, and one recorded in the studio), replaced by keyboardist/digestive/composer Carl Jenkins. Hopper will leave, with Bebbington set to bass, and by then (the release of Seven, the Soft Machine album before signing with Harvest), Rattenge is the last original
member of the band. (In fact, since Marshall, Jenkins and Bebbington are former members of Nucleus, the group evolves into a curious combination of three-quarters nucleus and a quarter Soft Machine.) By now, Rutledge himself had begun to lose interest during the so-called merger years of the group, and after Jenkins began to focus more on keyboards and drop his pleas in
the mid-1970s, Rattenge's retreat became even more inevitable. The solder spotlight shifted to rookie guitarist Alan Holdsworth, in the band's debut, Carousel, and then guitarist John Etheridge (who replaced Holdsworth in April 1975) the following year, the reactor vintage Softs, in which Rutledge was relegated to guest status after guest early 1976, when its recording is ongoing.
The band, also known as Soft Machine - but without any original members - still managed to achieve a decent synthesis album with a 1978 Alive and Well album released by Harvest-1 in Paris. but undoubted efforts such as Land of Cockayne 1981 (starring Jack Bruce on bass) and Rubber Riff 1994 (actually the 70s era album of the Library of Jenkins, rebranded as Soft Machine)
are really soft Machine in the name. In the coming decades, Elton Dean and Hugh Hopper were particularly willing to continue soft machine rides in bands such as Soft Heap, Soft Works and Soft Machine Legacy, although their deaths in the 2000s - Dean in 2006 and Hopper in 2009 - seemed to put an end to the band's jazz-rock thread. However, since 2010 drummer Etheridge
and bassist Bebbington (all of whom appeared on Softs in 1976) can be heard alongside former Gong Ridman Theo Travis from Soft Machine Legacy's Live Adventures album, released by MoonJune label and featuring an abbreviated version of Faceliff, the album opens a song from softs' re-awarded 1970 Columbia Columbia LP 1970 l LP 1970 l LP 3. Thanks to labels such as
Clineform and Voice Printing, many archival records of the various incarnations of Soft Machine continue to be released in the 21st century. Meanwhile, the band's original members, David Allen and Robert Wyatt, continued to participate in various musical projects, while Mike Radledge long disappeared from the public eye. Kevin Ayers released a well-received solo album, The
Unfairground, in 2007, but later his years were in solitude in the south of France; died at home in Montoliu, France at the age of 68. And after battling cancer, Daevid Allen died in Australia in March 2015 at the age of 77. In December 2015, it was confirmed that the group had dropped the Legacy label from its name, as it included three members of the 1970s band - Etheridge,
Marshall and Bebbington, as well as Travis. After playing selective performances for the next two years, the band reunited at John Hisman's Temple in Surrey, England, about 50 years after the release of their debut album in 1968. The finished recordings are the result of the 2018 album Hidden Details and offer a portrait of an active, contemporary costume to be presented on
your own agenda. Although it has been informed by the past, new music has far from been weakened. The acclaimed premiere followed with an international tour. The band plays the Club The Baked Potato in February 2019. They recorded the evening and released it as Live in The Baked Potato in the summer of 2020. ~ Richie Unterberger - Dave Lynch, Rowy J. Wilde's flowers
have been picked up by Brian Hopper and saxophone, Richard Sinclair on guitar, Hugh Hopper plays bass and Robert Wyatt on drums. Kevin Ayers went through the double as a singer, and Richard Sinclair was succeeded on the rhythm guitar by Pi Eastings in 1965. Wyatt subsequently became a vocalist, succeeded by Richard Coleen on drums. Hugh Hopper left and was
replaced by Dave Lawrence, then Richard Sinclair and Dave Sinclair, Richard's cousin, who came to keyboards. Finally, in 1966, Wyatt and Ayer formed a Mecca machine and Wild Flowers dissolved. After the collapse of the earlier bands, Hastings, Richard Sinclair, Dave Sinclair and Richard Cocklelan created a caravan in January 1968. The group came first in the shadow of
Soft Machine, which became an immediate favourite on the London Club Stage and in the press. This worked in favour of Caravan, as the owners of the press and club began to watch them for a long time because of the previous relationships of the members. A concert at the Midlands Club in London led to them being spotted by music publisher Ian Ralphini, leading to a
publishing deal with Robbins Musician and then, later, a recording contract with MGM Records for the verve records footprint that the AMERICAN label was trying to establish in England. Their album is only called Caravan, which is a hybrid of jazz and psychedelia, but also enough of their virtuoso effort to appreciate as a serious progressive rock album at a time when this genre
is not yet fully established; Along with Nice&apos;s albums of immediate madness and Giles&apos;s Hilarious Madness, Giles &amp;quot;Fripp&quot;, planted the roots of progressive rock. Caravan's album was never sold in serious quantities, and in many years from 1968 and early 1969, members barely managed to survive - at one point they literally lived in tents. And then, to
be offended by the injury, the record disappeared when mgm's British operation shut down in late 1968. From this chaos, however, the band received a new manager in Terry King and with the help of a newly hatched producer named David Hitchcock (who had seen the band at a concert), a contract with England Decca Records, which at the time was a major label. Their debut
album, If I Can Do It All Again, I'd Do Everything They, released in the early 1970s, is a big step forward and is actually a cornerstone of their history, creating a mix of humor and progressive sounds, including classical, jazz and traditional English influences that characterize the best of their work over the next six years. Moreover, with its then great distribution, the album goes into
stores and is heard and even sold well on university campuses. Suddenly, Caravan was a great success on the college concert tour, even if it appeared on the top of the pop of British television. With the national exhibition and the growing audience, the group was in a moment of makeup or rest in its history. They rose to the occasion with their second Decca LP, Land of Grey and
Pink, which showed a keen melodic senses, slightly drool wit, and a seductively smooth combination of hard rock, folk, classical and jazz mixed with elements of Tolkien-esque fantasy. The songs range from light, easy-to-absorb pieces like Golf Girl to the quietly majestic Nine Feet Underground, a 23-minute apartment that fills the side of the LP. One of the most difficult yet
musically daring pieces coming out of the early progressive rock era, Nine Feet Underground didn't look half as though it was 23 minutes old, and it's a dazzling showcase for Pius Hastings's sorrowful guitar and Dave Sinclair's repenting organs and piano. While few observers realized it at the time, the length of the apartment showed a problem that the band encountered relatively
consistently - unlike most progressive rock outfits of the era, Caravan was inventive enough to justify even the relatively simple songs in his repertoire up to a running time of six or seven minutes, and they were also extremely prolific. These two situations mean that they are often forced to leave perfectly good songs from their albums and edit those who have released them. Most
listeners didn't understand this until a wave of Caravan reissue arrived in 2001 with its time at work that lasted ten to 25 minutes, each with perfectly good, pre-unsuspecting songs and un sharpened masters of previously released songs. Keyboard player and singer Dave Sinclair left the band in 1971, joining his former WildFlowers band member Robert Wyatt in the latter's new
band, Matching Mole, and was succeeded by Stephen Miller of the jazz band Delivery, who went on to record an album, Waterloo Lily (1972), moving them in a much more bluesy direction. Friction between the members led to miller's departure and the exit of Richard Sinclair, who subsequently joined Caulfield and North. When the smoke cleared, the trailer returned as five parts,
which included Jeff Richardson on the electric viola, which adds a new and rich timbre to their overall sound. By the time they cut their next album, For Girls Who Grow Up rounded up in The Night, Dave Sinclair was back on keyboards. The album was successful, as was his subsequent respect Caravan &amp; the New Symphonia, a 1973 concert performance accompanied by a



full orchestra, released the following year. The group was about to try to make a breakthrough in America and to that end took on Miles Copeland as their manager. They ended up on the 50th dates of a tour of the Us and Canada, where the answer is positive. They also released a new album, Cunning Stunts, which became their first class LP, not only in England but also in
America (albeit at number 124) and most of Europe. Unfortunately, the clever stunts, for all its success, were more of an end than a fresh start - the band parted ways with Decca Records after its release. He recorded the following year and better than Far Away for Arista's label a year later, but by that time, their moment seemed to have passed, and they seemed ever further
away from the punk rock boom. The trailer ceased operations in the early 1980s after The Album was released and back to the front, both recorded for Kingdom Records, owned by their former manager Terry King. Their story seemed to be over, and in 1990, the original quartet of Pi Eastings, Richard Sinclair, Dave Sinclair and Richard Coleen were reunited for what is expected
to be a one-off concert for a TV series. The presentation and sale of an accompanying live album proved so encouraging that Caravan reunited for a second career. The group has gathered in the new millennium (mostly filled by former Camel members, among other latter-day employees), with new recordings emerging sporadically, if unenhamedly. Equally importantly, someone
from the English Decca (until then part of Polygram, which became part of the MCA) came across himself to invade the vault in 1999-2000 and prepare significantly expanded pre-series of the entire group Verve/Decca catalogs. The result is more caravans and more of their classic recordings from the 1960s and 1970s than have been printed at any time in their history. Around
2005, however, drummer Richard Cocklelan forced him to stop performing live with the band, and then Mark Walker took over his drummer duties, Kashlan limited his role as a percussionist. Coughlan died on December 1, 2013; he's 66 years old. ~ Bruce Eder, RoviPage 9Gentle Giant were born from the ruins of Simon Dupree & the Big Sound, an R&B-based suit led by brothers
Derek, Ray and Phil Shulman. After switching to psychedelia in 1967 and scoring their only big hit that year with Kites, such as Gentle Giant, the band abandoned both R&amp;B and The New Black. B and psychedelic orientations of the previous group. Derek sings and plays guitar and bass, Ray sings and plays bass and violin, and Phil deals with a saxophone magnified by Kerry
Minnair on keyboard and Gary Green on guitar. Martin Smith was also represented in the original line-up, but in the first three years of their existence they went through several percussionists. In 1970, The Gentle Giant signed the Vertigo Label and their self-released first album - a shockingly bold mix of hard rock and full electric play with classic elements - was released later in
the year. Their second effort, Acquiring The Taste, in 1971, was a little more accessible, and their third, Three Friends, starring Malcolm Mortimer on drums, was their first record to be released in the US (via Columbia). The band's fourth album, the 1973 octopus, is looking for a breakthrough. it seems that they have found a mix of hard rock and classical sounds that critics and
audiences could accept, and finally had a constant drummer in the face of John Weathers, one From Graham Bond Organisation.In in 1974, however, Gentle Giant began to crumble. Phil Shulman decided to give up music after the Octopus tour and became a teacher. The band then recorded the album In a Glass House, the most hardcore album that columbia's band still
dismissed as too non-commercial. The two-year gap in their U.S. release schedule was on the lookout, and they were not heard again until the Capitol freed up power and fame in 1975. Gentle Giant released Free Hand, their most commercial album, in 1976, but then followed it up with an experimental interview. After the 1978 double album Playing Fool, the band underwent an
apparent change of heart and released a series of recordings aimed at mainstream audiences, even to the disco, but by the late 1970s, their popularity was in free fall. A gentle giant called it quits in 1980. Ray Shulman later became a producer and had significant success in England, working with bands such as Sundays and Shukbacks, while Derek Shulman became CEO of a
record label company in New York. ~ Bruce Eder, RoviPage 10Richard Harvey (winds, mandulin, keyboards), who had been playing music for four years, crossed paths with Brian Gulland (winds, bassoon, keyboards, vocals) -- Harvey had a growing interest in traditional folk music and had previously played with an ensemble called Musica Reservata, while Gullane began to share
renaissance and medieval church music. Along with guitarist Graham Taylor, an old friend of Harvey's, they began working as a trio, playing a brand of what might best be called archaic folk music on instruments that were defined before the 20th century or in the beginning or in sound. This early trio resembled a cross between Pentangle and Amazing Blondel, but Griffin's
members were more experienced in their musicians than blondin members, who largely learned as they learned in their early days. In 1972, the trio became a quartet with the addition of David Oberle as a percussionist, and the following year they were signed to Transatlantic Records, which was then one of Britain's largest independent labels, with a special emphasis on folk
music in their line-up of artists (including, not coincidentally, Pentangle). Their debut album was taken seriously enough to get them to places like the Victoria and Albert Museum - where they lectured, as well as concerts and other venues outside the usual folk performances. In addition, the band's formal music training enabled them to accept a commission from Sir Peter Hall for
Shakespeare's production of The Storm at the National Theatre. This commission, in turn, led to the creation of the band's first true rock, with the album's length album Midnight Mushrumps, which also became the title of their second LP, released in early 1974. Until then, the group cultivated a dedicated audience that open-minded enthusiasts and more serious progressive rock
fans, a repertoire covering everything from medieval aerial and dance shows to folk shows of Beatles songs. Their recordings are a little more limited, usually including traditional air, jigs and dancing, extended and often expanded into apartments that stretch from seven to 25 minutes. By 1974, they had also added bassist Philippe Nestor, whose presence, along with Oberle's
transition from percussion to actual drum kit, ampled their sound and expanded their reach even further - but they were still among the few rock acts of that or any other period whose music was likely to feature a krumhorn or cadenza recorder. Their music can skip, in a single case, from 15th-century religious music over four hundred years, from a medieval recorder to an electric
guitar without missing rhythms. But the audience was supportive, and even the rock audience noted - richard harvey could play the recorder at a speed that made Ian Anderson (the most famous flutist) look like he was on slow motion. Later in 1974, the band released what is usually considered their magnum opus, The Red Queen of Griffin 3, which marks first on the progressive
rock, releasing vocals and stretching a quartet of elongated songs in ten minutes or more for the first time in their history. For this album, they add a sixth member to the organist Ernest Hart, whose keyboard progeny - at least rivals Tony Kane (if not Rick Wakeman) for the audacity of a single instrument - allows the band to expand their musical canvas to a scale that matches that
of Genesis, King Crimson and others. This is in question how closely they are woven into the Nestor or Hart group, as evidenced by the lack of composing or arranging credits, among those pieces credited to Harvey, Gullen, Taylor and Oberle. Red Queen to Gryphon Three became their first album to receive an American release, which, alas, was limited to Bell Records (not
known as a bastion of progressive or folk-rock). It was also impressive enough to notice Griffon from Steve Howe, the lead guitarist of Yes, who then rode high to the top of a rock art field. The band subsequently appeared on their solo album Napoy, but much more important was their presence on the 1975 North American tour of North America, the opening of the better-known
bands, the lifting of thousands of new fans in the process, and even broadcasting one of their performances broadcast on FM radio in the US. What should have been their breakthrough, however, turned out to be more of a footnote to the original band's history - Graham Taylor was the first to be on the road (replaced by Bob Foster), Malcolm Bennett replaced Philip Nestor for a
short time (before Jonathan Davi took over the bassist's place), and Alex Baird joined the drums. Valdance (1975) restored their vocals and Gryphon to return to more than song-oriented production, but it's not as inventive as their previous LPs, and is the band's last album in two years, amid the start of these personnel changes. By the time their album Betrayal (1977) appeared,
they had left Transatlantic in favor of Harvest Records and had lost most of the folk and ancient attributes of the instrument that distinguished them. Griffon broke up by the late 1970s, but retained enough of the audience to get his work anthlogized several times on CD. In the years after her breakup, Harvey had moved on to a multi-tiered career in film music, classical chamber
music and burst into rock in collaboration with Kate Bush, Elvis Costello and others. Gulland appeared in the archives with Richard Linda Thompson and Billy Thompson, Graham Taylor went through the Albion band and also worked with Richard and Linda Thompson, and Oberle turned to the business of rock journalism. Ironically, the band's sound on the four transatlantic
albums is so distinctive and complete that they reissued their work in the 21st century, providing the addition of new fans to their ranks of fans, more than a generation after gryphon's collapse. 11Be the sweetest Helpless Dream of Freedom 70s rock band à la Focus. BR1,038 LISTENERSRio de Janeiro, BR612 LISTENERSBello Horizone, BR544 LISTENERSMexico City, MX321
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